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FACE Munich – Because I’m worth it… or not?
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to 21:00 at Wayra Deutschland GmbH - Kaufingerstraße 15 , 80331 - in Munich.
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Jose Antonio Morales will then lead the Fear & Fail workshop, a space where attendees
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etc.the
opportunity to interact in a fun and warm environment around the topic of fear, success, the path of the
After Madrid, the project will travel to 6 Europea
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Attendance to the event is free upon registration here: FACE Munich.
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The Failure Aversion Change in Europe (FACE)
communications campaign in view of boosting I
fighting against the fear of failure, through the m
find full programme for FACE´s activities in the

“FACE Munich. Because I'm worth it... or not?” is the fifth offline event of a European tour organized by
FACE Entrepreneurship, a project funded by the European Commission in the framework of the H2020
Entrepreneurship
for the Sou
Programme to promote ICT entrepreneurship among young Europeans and toFACE
challenge
the conceptprogramme
of
failure through the understanding and confrontation of the most common fears entrepreneurs face when
starting up.
FACE Entrepreneurship offers a wide range of resources, audiovisual content and prize-winning contests
in its digital platform that, based on gamification dynamics to help engaging users, represents the “road
to entrepreneurship” that any entrepreneur would follow in the process of converting its idea into a
product or service fit for the market.
Grupo Secuoya is coordinating the project with the support of Telefonica Open Future and Microsoft
Bizspark.
For more information, contact:
Ana Martinez
amartinez@gruposecuoya.es
+34 638 058 662

or visit:
www.face-entrepreneurship.eu

